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THE NEW HP-85B AND HP-86B COMPUTERS by Hewlett-Packard Company 

 
New enhanced versions of the HP-85 and 
HP-86 personal computers are available now 
from Hewlett-Packard . The new “B” version 
of the HP-85 includes added memory and 
extended functions, while the HP-86B is a 
package that includes increased memory and 
a flexible disk drive.  
The  HP-85B  personal  computer includes all 
the  built-in  features of  the  HP-85A, plus an 

 
  

enhanced operating system, electronic disk memory, increased user memory and integrated ROMs. 
Increased user memory in the HP-85B enables the owner to work with more extensive programs 
and greater quantities of data than was possible with the HP-85A. The HP-85B has 32K bytes of 
RAM (random-access memory) built-in, an increase of 16K bytes. A built-in electronic disc makes 
it possible to expand the memory to as much as 544K bytes. 
The electronic disc functions as a high-speed mass-storage medium within the HP-85B. The disc 
provides 32K bytes of indirectly accessible memory, which can be addressed with built-in mass 
storage commands. This new feature also makes it possible for the HP-85B to accept 64K and 
128K memory modules designed for the HP-86 and HP-87 personal computers, thus increasing the 
memory of the HP-85B to as much as 544K bytes. 
As well as significantly increasing the memory capacity of the HP-85B, the electronic disc speeds 
data-transfer times. Read and print speeds for data with the HP-85B electronic disc are up to 150 
times faster than tape, and 15 times faster than flexible disc. Chain speeds for allocated programs 
are up to 75 times faster than tape and 15 times faster than flexible disc. 
These faster data-transfer speeds are intended to reduce delays in programming and make it 
possible for HP-85B users to handle more information in a shorter amount of time. 
BASIC and Assembly language programs written on the HP-85A computer will run on the 
HP-85B. Added capabilities in the HP-85B operating system include new commands, such as GET 
and SAVE, designed for improved program transportability. The “B” version of the personal 
computer also includes a built-in mass-storage RON with commands that enable the user to 
address mass-storage devices and the electronic disc. 
Another new enhancement built into the HP-85B interfacing systems is the HP 
00085-15003 I/O ROM. The RON provides all the commands necessary to access the features of 
Series 80 interfaces. HP-85B interfacing systems are available in seven configurations that feature 
the Serial, BCD, GPIO, HP-IL or HP-lB interfaces. 
The HP-85B personal computer is available now for a suggested U.S. retail price of $2,995. The 
HP-85A personal-computer owners who wish to upgrade their system to the “B” version may do 
so for a suggested U.S. list price of $1,095. 
The HP-86B personal computer features a built-in electronic disc that provides high-speed mass-
storage capabilities. HP-86B users can allocate variable amounts of user memory to the electronic 
disc for short-term data storage and retrieval. The electronic disc memory can be partitioned for 
information storage in disc-drive mode. 
Data-transfer rates of the electronic disc are approximately 10 times faster than those of a flexible 
disc drive. This increased speed will be of particular benefit in disc intensive applications. 
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 The HP-86B personal computer also features 128K bytes of built-in user memory, 
expandable to 640K bytes. This represents an increase of 64K bytes of built-in user memory. 
 An HP-IB interface is built into the new version of the HP-86, so the user can easily 
connect the HP 9121 3.5” disc drive to the computer. This feature also will enable HP-86B users 
to interface the computer with HP-TB peripherals such as the HP 7470A graphics plotter without 
purchasing a separate HP-IB interface. 
 The HP-86A personal computer will still be available for those individuals who prefer to 
use the HP 9130A single 5.25” disc drive and who do not plan to expand their systems with HP-lB 
devices. 
 Software programs and enhancements designed for the HP-86A are compatible with the 
“B” version. 
 An HP-86B personal computer system that includes the HP-86B, a 12-inch monitor and HP 
91215 3.5” disc drive will have a U.S. list price of under $3,000, or about $1,000 less than an 
equivalent HP-86A system. 
 In addition to the original English keyboard, the HP-86B personal computer will be 
available with local-language keyboards in Swedish, Finnish, Norwegian/Danish, German, 
Spanish, French, Italian, Dutch, Swiss/German and Swiss/French. 
 

----------------------- 
 

HP ELECTRONIC DISK by Hewlett-Packard Company 
 
The electronic disk-- a high performance mass-storage device-- will be built into Hewlett-
Packard’s newly enhanced personal computers, the HP-85B for technical control applications and 
the HP-86B for business and technical applications. 
 The electronic disk reads and prints data 50 times faster than the HP-85B tape drive and 15 
times faster than flexible disk drives used with either personal computer. The electronic disc is a 
solid state RAM format and is built into the circuit boards of the HP-85B and HP-86B. It functions 
like a flexible disk drive, but has the added advantages of faster transfer rates and media 
protection. 
 Memory storage is accessed electronically rather than mechanically, which enhances 
instrument-control applications and word or data-processing programs. Faster data-transfer speeds 
reduce delays in computer programming and make it possible for users to process more 
information in less time. 
 Using an HP-85B as an instrument controller, with a maximum electronic disc size of 
544K bytes, the engineer can take continuous instrument readings without multi-second pauses to 
transfer memory contents into magnetic mass storage. 
 Business professionals using an HP-86B can improve any type of application that requires 
frequent access to mass storage. The user can vary the amounts of user memory dedicated to the 
electronic disc for short-term data storage and retrieval. The computer features 128K bytes of 
built-in memory, expandable to 640K bytes. 
 This memory can be partitioned to electronic disk storage or RAM. The electronic disk can 
be configured into either single or multiple volumes depending on the application. It can access the 
10 Mbyte hard disc, which is the largest capacity mass storage device available for HP Series 80 
personal computers. 
 The electronic disk responds to the standard mass-storage commands of the Mass 
Storage/Electronic Disc ROM set for storing both data and programs. This ROM set is built into 
both computers. 
 (NEWS80S NOTE: As the material from HP states, an electronic disk (or disc) can provide 
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extremely rapid data access and program chaining. Even though the electronic disk “looks” like a 
conventional disk drive to an applications program, it should be remembered that the “disk” is 
volatile RAM memory and data will disappear if the computer is turned off or power is 
interrupted. Applications programs usually use the electronic disk for operation, and then “copy” 
the disk to a conventional tape or floppy disk for permanent storage after the completion of 
operations. Please also note that the HP-85B still only has 32K of main memory. The remaining 
memory capacity of the HP-85B must be used for an electronic disk, unlike the HP-86B which 
allows you to divide memory into main (core) memory and electronic disk memory.) 

---------------------- 
 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 
 

HONORARIUM FOR NEWS8S ARTICLES 
 Thanks to increased readership, News80s is pleased to announce that it can now pay an 
honorarium of $5-20 for articles and reviews published. This sum doesn’t compensate authors for 
the time spent in writing articles and reviews, but it does pay for postage and other miscellaneous 
expenses, and it acts as a token of our appreciation for sharing knowledge with other Series 80 
users. Miscellaneous hints, letters in “Feedback”, and articles attributed to companies are not 
eligible for this honorarium. 
 If you are interested in writing for News8Os, please contact us before starting work on a 
major article or review so we can avoid having several authors working on similar projects. 

PACK’R UPDATE OFFER 
 We’ve made numerous changes to the Pack’r program. If you’ve recently bought Pack’r 
you should see a “Version 2.0” underneath the copyright notice. If you bought a pre-recorded 
Pack’r prior to the release of Version 2, we’ll be happy to send you the updated version if you will 
return the original tape or diskette to us and a $7 shipping and handling fee. For an additional $10 
media fee, we will let tape buyers of Pack’r upgrade to the diskette version, which also gives you 
an HP-86/87 version of Pack’r (Provide us with your Pack’r serial number and the diskette size 
you want). On a tape-to-disk upgrade it is not necessary to return the Pack’r tape. This offer 
expires on August 1, 1983 

TEBS TAPE-TO-DISK UPGRADE OFFER 
The Time and Expenses Billing System (TEBS) program has been updated to disk and converted 
to provide an HP-86/87 version as well as an HP-83/85 version. Both HP-83/85 and HP-86/87 
versions use the same data files, but the HP-86/87 version takes advantage of the larger memory 
available. For a $17 upgrade fee, we will send existing TEBS tape owners a copy of the new TEBS 
diskette. Send us the TEBS version number found in the lower right hand corner of the gold TEBS 
label (i.e. “Vx.x”) and the diskette size you want. This offer expires on August 1, 1983 

ORDERS TO NEWS80S 
When ordering from NEWS80S, please be sure you give us your name and address, plus a clear 
indication of what you’re ordering! We’ve had a large number of orders missing vital information, 
causing delays and problems. Please note that our current prices, as published on our most recent 
price list, apply. Subscriptions received at our old subscription rate ($10) are pro-rated and entered 
for four issues. All software orders should include $2 per program for shipping. California 
residents must include sales tax when ordering software, but since NEWS8OS is a dated 
publication, you do not have to include sales tax on back issues and subscriptions.  
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NETWORKING by Dale Flanagan 
 

 To me, one of the most fascinating 
aspects of personal computing is the fact that 
it is one of the few intellectual activities 
which can be done alone, yet which can still 
provide you with interaction and feedback. If 
you want something as simple as a checker 
game, for instance, your personal computer 
and the right software can provide it. Prior to 
the computer, you’d have to hunt up another 
human being to do this.   

 This characteristic of computing can provide great joy and great danger. The joys of having 
an always willing partner for your work and playtimes are obvious. The dangers involve isolating 
yourself from other human contact a interaction with the broader world. 
 One aspect of personal computing, data communications, negates this 
generality. Almost by definition, data communications forces you to stretch out 
beyond the confines of your own desk and computer, and puts you in contact with a wider world. 
It’s still not a substitute for real human contact, but it does provide a method of accessing ideas 
and information and people that are not available to you in your immediate physical location. 
 This ability to literally span the earth in a global information network has struck the 
imagination of many people. It’s also resulted in some very interesting software to support the data 
communications function; interesting software like NETWORKING (trademark of Gala 
Communications, Corvallis Oregon) 
 NETWORKING was written by Curtis Adams, former editor of HP’s Basic Exchange 
newsletter and HP software author of note. Curt has left HP to pursue a programming career with 
Gala, but the inside knowledge he picked up while working at HP is reflected in many tiny facets 
of the program. 
 Actually, to call NETWORKING simply a data communications package is to do it a 
disservice. NETWORKING is the first (and thus far, to our knowledge, only) multi-function 
software package for the HP-85. Data communications forms the lynch-pin for the various things 
that NETWORKING will do for you, but you’re also provided with text editor and data base 
modules in the same package. 
 Multi-function packages are a relatively new development with micro-computers, and there 
aren’t too many of these packages available for any 
computer. One reason for this is that it takes an enormous amount of effort to write such a 
package. Curt told. us that he spent a solid 6 months writing NETWORKING, then he spent 
another 6 months throwing most of the first version away and re-writing it because it didn’t work 
exactly as he wanted it to. To give you an idea of the amount of programming work involved in 
NETWORKING, there’s approximately 22K of machine language in the program, plus a variety 
of Basic language modules. 
 By combining various functions in a single software package, the data used in 
NETWORKING takes on a usefulness greater than the same data found in three separate 
packages. Gaia’s description for this is that NETWORKING allows you to “Leverage” your data, 
and I think this is an apt concept. Manipulating the same data with the text editor, data base or 
communications module provides a surprising amount of convenience and power to the user, and 
this ability to magnify the worth of data in a multi-function environment should be kept in mind as 
we discuss each of the component parts of NETWORKING. 
 Currently, only an HP-85 version of NETWORKING is available, and sold by Gala 
Communications. An HP-86/87 version of the program is scheduled to appear
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at the end of this year. 
 The HP-85 version of NETWORKING requires an enormous amount of hardware to run it. 
There’s probably no way to eliminate any of the hardware required, but it does mean that owners 
of 16K tape-based HP-85’s won’t be lining up for this program! You need a 16K memory module, 
I/O ROM, A/P ROM, Mass Storage ROM, ROM Drawer, HPIB Disk Interface module, at least 
one disk drive, and either the HP 82950A Modem or a Serial Interface and external modem. We 
tested NETWORKING on our HP-85 using a single 3.5” disk, the Serial Interface, and a D.C. 
Hayes Smartmodem 300. To take advantage of all of NETWORKING’s features, we should have 
had a second disk and the HP 82950A Modem, and later in this review we’ll discuss some of the 
features we couldn’t take advantage of. 
 After testing NETWORKING we became aware of the possibilities of using data 
communications in our business, and we actually purchased the hardware and software necessary 
to install data communications on 3 of our computers (Apple II, IBM PC, and of course the 
HP-85). We also used 5 different data communications programs, which provided us with an 
interesting perspective in our evaluation of NETWORKING’s data communications abilities. 
 At the risk of killing any ability to build suspense, we’d like to start by saying 
NETWORKING’s data communications ability is outstanding, and in some cases unique. 
NETWORKING supports 300 and 1200 Baud operation, and if you have the HP modem, 
NETWORKING will even “wake up” at a pre-set time and place a phone call to a data network for 
you. Since most communications networks charge greatly reduced rates for using their services 
during night time hours, this one feature alone (not found in any of the other packages we used) 
could save you the price of the program in a very short time. If the line is busy when 
NETWORKING calls, it will continue to try the number every 20 seconds until it gets through. 
NETWORKING completes the call, another unique feature of the package comes into play. 
 NETWORKING has what’s called the “Gaia Communications Language” incorporated as 
a feature of the package. This is simply a method of specifying what you want transmitted to the 
data network you’ve contacted, and to take various courses of action, based on what the 
communications network transmits back to you. Several of the other packages we used allow you 
to transmit files or responses to a host computer, but none of them allowed us to designate specific 
courses of action, based on what the host computer transmitted back. 
 To give you an example of how this works, let’s say that you want to check in with a time-
sharing network to see if any electronic mail has been deposited for you. You’re not expecting 
anything vital, so you want to do this when the connection rates to the host computer are the 
lowest (say after 1 A.M.). With any other package we looked at, you’d have to be sitting in front 
of your computer to accomplish this, but with NETWORKING and the Gaia Communications 
Language, it can be completely automated, so you can stay warm and toasty in your bed. 
 NETWORKING would “wake up” your HP-85 at a time you pre-set (say 1:30 A.M., to 
take advantage of the lowest rates). It would handle all the sign-in procedures and transmit the 
proper codes to access your electronic mail. If the host computer transmitted back that there was 
no mail, NETWORKING would sign off and hang up, shutting itself down and recording the fact 
that there was no mail in a disk file. If the host computer said that mail was waiting for you, 
NETWORKING would take another course of action and ask the host to transmit the first letter. If 
the host replied that another letter was waiting, NETWORKING wouldask for the second letter, 
and so forth until the host replied that no more letters were waiting. At this message 
NETWORKING would sign off, tuck your letters away on a disk file for safe keeping and hang 
up. 
 To accomplish all this, you would have to know what procedures and messages the host 
computer  requires  (you’d  run  through  it  once  manually,  with  NETWORKING  automatically 
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capturing everything done for future reference) and then you’d use the Gaia Communications 
Language to set up the proper responses and branching, based on what the host computer sent you. 
In addition to allowing NETWORKING to operate unattended, this communications language 
would reduce system and phone connect time to a minimum, and you might want to use it for 
times when you were at your computer console, instead of typing commands in from the keyboard. 
Once again, the money saved here could pay for the package. 
 In addition to the communications language, NETWORKING also supplies the ability to 
use your HP-85 as a computer bulletin board service, supporting auto answer capabilities with the 
HP modem. For both unattended operation and use as a bulletin board, NETWORKING has 
various safe that allow the system to “time out” and hang up if something unexpected happens. 
The bulletin board system provides caller name, start time, date and connect time, as well as the 
total number of calls placed. To make outgoing calls easier, NETWORKING also has a phone-file 
feature that allows you to store phone numbers and communications parameters, and to call up 
these parameters and numbers by name. If you have the HP modem, NETWORKING will also 
dial the number for you. 
 All the operations of NETWORKING are primarily controlled with the HP’s function 
keys. As you move from one part of the program to another, the keys are redefined and the new 
control values are displayed for you. When it’s important not to change the screen contents, 
NETWORKING uses momentary key labels, which display the key assignments to you when you 
press the “Key Label” key, and which disappear after a few moments, restoring the screen 
contents. With the small screen on the HP-85, this is a clever feature, and valuable screen space 
isn’t taken up by key labels unless you need them. 
 Moving from communications to text editing requires the loading in of another program 
module. NETWORKING recognizes when you’ve got only a single disk, and prompts you to 
remove the data disk that stores your communications activity and replace it with the program 
disk. This is where we would have liked a second disk drive, to save us this swapping between 
program and data disks. 
 The editing portion of NETWORKING is the weakest part of the program. It’s suitable for 
creating data transmission files, or light word processing (memos and letters). Even though 
NETWORKING’s comprehensive manual (83 pages, including index) was written and produced 
with the NETWORKING Edit module, we feel that several of the dedicated word processing 
programs available for the HP-85 provide more flexibility, features and power. What these 
independent word processors don’t provide, however, is the ability to use text obtainable via data 
communications or NETWORKING’s data base system (see below) in your written material, 
without re-keying them in. 
 The editor provides simple text editing functions and the ability to save or merge text files. 
Most of the normal HP-85 editing keys work in their usual fashion, which makes learning to use 
the editor fairly easy. The print module gives two basic options, designed for either an 80 column 
printer or the HP-85’s built-in 32 column printer. When you use the built-in printer, 
NETWORKING provides format guides that allow you to tape down two sections of the printout 
to create a double column, 8 1/2 X 11 page. Pages are numbered and header information can be 
printed as an option. Like the editor, the print module is a serviceable, but not exceptionally 
powerful portion of NETWORKING. 
 The last major portion of NETWORKING is a file manager/data base module. This module 
has extensive indexing and search capabilities. It is primarily designed to hunt through your edit or 
communications files in search of information of interest. This search can be by “To”, “From”, 
date, type or specific keywords. You can use Boolean logic to combine search criteria, and you 
have additional commands to allow you powerful control of the search process (i.e. move to the 
next search file, back to the beginning of the first file, scan for a word, change search criteria, 
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delete a file). 
 While good for indexing and searching, the NETWORKING database does not provide for 
the control of output reports, sorting or the collection of arithmetical data (sums, averages, etc.) 
which some dedicated database programs provide. Like the edit module, however, the value of the 
data base module used in conjunction with the rest of the program is really greater than the module 
alone would be. 
 If all the built-in functionality of NETWORKING isn’t enough for you, the program even 
provides access to two user written programs directly from softkeys in the main menu. The manual 
provides details on how to interface your programs, and even gives you a sample program listing. 
When we first heard about NETWORKING, we were enthused about the idea of the program. A 
chance to work with the actual program has not dampened our enthusiasm. In fact, as mentioned, 
it’s fired us up to expand the role of data communications in our own business, and the opportunity 
to work with several other dedicated data communications programs has given us an acute 
appreciation of how really good, and in many cases unique, NETWORKING is in its fundamental 
task. Adding the multiple functions of editing and data base to the package just enhance the power 
available to the user. 
 We believe NETWORKING is a significant piece of software on several counts. To begin 
with, it’s the first multi-function package available for the HP Series 80. Second, it’s one of the 
most powerful data communications packages you can find for a microcomputer, and the editing 
and data base modules enhance this power. Third, at it’s introductory price of $250, 
NETWORKING is a terrific bargain. Fourth, the package is very well written, and one of the 
better pieces of HP-85 software we’ve come across. 
 A “global communications network” combining users and systems from around the world 
used to be simply a dream. Now, thanks to advancing computer technology, this dream is rapidly 
becoming a reality. If you’re an owner of an HP-85, NETWORKING is an excellent passport to 
this new reality. 

--------------- 
 
 GAIA RESPONDS TO THE NETWORKING REVIEW by Curt Adams 
 
 I feel the need to defend only one point. What the text editor lacks in features it makes up 
for in simplicity, and that was our intent. I’d also like to raise a new point-- user’s agree that using 
NETWORKING is fun. 
 
 

----------------- 
 

3.5” DISK UPGRADE ANNOUNCED 
 
 HP has recently announced an upgrade of the 3.5” disk drive to incorporate an automatic 
shutting device for the diskette’s aluminum contamination shield, to automatically protect the 
magnetic media. This automatic shutter requires special diskette media (already being shipped), 
plus a special mechanism in the disk drive. This new media is compatible with older, manual 
shutter 3.5” drives, but the automatic feature will not work on these older drives without a 
modification to the drive. An HP Field Repair Center will upgrade older manual drives for 
approximately $120 per drive. 
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MENU’D Part Two - by Dale Flanagan 
 

 Last month we discussed programs designed to write other programs, and how these 
programs work. If you’ve been following this discussion, by now you should be pretty anxious to 
finally see some code that actually does what we’ve been talking about! So we’ll quite the 
philosophy and present Menu’d, a program designed to show you how this can work on the HP 
Series 80. 
 Menu’d is written for an HP-83/85 using the Advanced Programming ROM and a 16K 
memory module. It is designed to write routines which will display menus and assign function 
keys in user written programs. It will not write complete, stand alone programs, and it is 
specifically written for the Basic programmer who will then go on to write the branches taken by 
the function keys to have the program actually do something. 
 Menu’d uses (naturally) menus to organize it’s activities and change the various options 
available. One problem we had in writing this program was the fact that we kept wishing we 
already had it completed, so we wouldn’t have to “hand write” the menus we used. If Menu’d had 
been completed, our Main Menu (lines 100-350 of the program listing starting on Page 17) would 
have ended up looking like this: 
 
100 OFF KEY# 1 @ OFF KEY# 2 @ OF 
F  KEY# 3 @ OFF KEY# 4 
110 OFF KEY# 5 @ OFF KEY# 6 @ OF 
F KEY# 7 @ OFF KEY# 8 
120 ON KEY# 1, “LINE#” GOTO 1000 
130 ON KEY# 2, “TITLES” GOTO 2000 
140 ON KEY# 3, “CHOICES” GOTO 300 
0 
150 ON KEY# 4, “PARAM” GOTO 4000 
160 ON KEY# 5, “STORE” GOTO 5000 
170 ON KEY# 6, “TITLES” GOTO 6000 
180 ON KEY# 7, “TITLES” GOTO 7000 
190 ON KEY# 8, “TITLES” GOTO 8000 
200 CLEAR 
 

210 DISP TAB[5]; “]] MENU’D MAIN MENU [[“ 
220 DISP 
230 DISP “K1 = LINE NUMBER & INC 
REMENT” 
240 DISP “K2 = TITLES” 
250 DISP “K3 = MENU CHOICES” 
260 DISP “K4 = PARAMETERS” 
270 DISP “K5 = STORE MENU SETTIN 
GS” 
280 DISP “K6 = WRITE MENU” 
290 DISP “K7 = EDIT” 
300 DISP “K8 = EXIT PROGRAM 
310 KEY LABEL 
320 GOTO 320 

 
Confirmed skeptics may replace the existing lines 100-350 with the above code written by 
Menu’d. The program will function the same. Some of the “hand written” menus also illustrate 
techniques that can be used to enhance “plain” menus to provide more information. The 
parameters menu starting at line 4000 illustrates how “yes/no” type information can be used to 
change display options on the screen. Two flags (available from the Advanced Programmer’s 
ROM), Flag 40 and Flag 41, control the display messages on this menu. 
 In this installment we’ll present the code that actually does all of the real work in Menu’d, 
and next month we’ll present the code which will allow you to edit previously entered menu titles 
and choices, as well as to save or recall Menu’d files from tape or disk. This latter facility makes it 
easy to create similar menus by simply editing an existing Menu’d selection. Even without these 
features, however, you can enter the code presented here and end up with a fully functioning 
program. 
 Operation of the program is straightforward, but remember it does require the HP 83/85 
Advanced Programming ROM to function. When you start the program you’re presented with the 
Main Menu. There’s a copy of what this screen looks like at the end of the program listing (page 
19). This screen forms the hub around which the program is organized. From this Main Menu you 
can either perform specific functions or get to sub-menus that present further choices. 
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 In use, Menu’d can be as simple to operate as 1-2-3 (or K1-K2-K3, etc.). The K1 function 
key will display the starting line numbers and line increment for you. The defaults for these 
settings are 1000 and 10 respectively. By pressing the proper function key from this sub-menu you 
may change this. Normally, Menu’d is set to start the actual menu screen right after assigning the 
function keys. If you want, you can also specify that you want the screen display to start at some 
other line number. Just be sure you don’t overlap the line numbers of the key assignments. 
 After setting line number options, the next thing you’d normally do is set the menu titles, 
so you’d press the K2 key. You can set up to 4 title lines with a maximum of 32 characters. No 
double quote marks may be in the title, but Menu’d will accept single quotes and commas. You’re 
asked before each title if you want to set it (a “N”, for no, gets you back to the Main Menu). To 
skip lines in the title, just press END LINE when asked for the title. To center a title, just press 
“Y” (for yes) when asked this question. Menu’d will do the rest. 
 The K3 function key allows you to specify the menu choices. You first tell Menu’d the 
function key number (1-8), then you give a message up to 25 characters long that will be displayed 
on the screen when the menu is executed. This message can have commas and other punctuation, 
but not double quote marks. Menu’d checks for double quote marks and beeps an error if it finds 
one. Next you’re prompted to give what line number you want this choice routed to. This line 
number is where the code that you write that actually performs the function will be. Next you’re 
asked for an 8 character message to display if key labels are turned on. If you don’t want a key 
label message, or if you’re not going to turn key labels on, then just press END LINE. The final 
question asked for each menu choice is if you want the routing to be a GOTO or GOSUB routing. 
A “Y” means a GOTO. 
 The K4 key allows you to review Menu’d’s parameters for displaying key labels and 
clearing key assignments before assigning the new key assignments specified with the K3 key. 
These two choices are line switches, and pressing the proper “K” key will turn them on and off, 
and the current status will be displayed as part of the sub-menu. 
 The K5 key would normally let you save the menu’s parameters before actually writing the 
menu code, but this, along with the K7 Edit functions, will be presented next month. 
 The K6 function actually writes the menu code to tape or disk as a text 
file. You’re asked the file name and if you want to create it. The code being 
written to tape or disk is displayed for you on the screen. Interested programmers may want to see 
how this is done, starting at line 6000 of the program listing. 
 K8 exits the program, after confirming you really want to leave. 
 Once you’ve written the program to tape of disk as a text file, there are a couple of ways to 
use it as a Basic program section. The easiest is to use the DGTSAV binary program, which reads 
in a text file and converts it to a Basic program. You could then start writing the rest of the 
program, adding to your menu, or you could save the menu (this time as a Basic program) to tape 
or disk once again and use the Advanced Programming ROM’s MERGE command to combine it 
with previously written Basic code. 
 The commands for using the DGTSAV binary are LOADBIN “DGTSAV” and then DGET 
“menu text file name”. 
 Next issue we’ll present the code that polishes off this program, and spend a little more 
time discussing how this kind of program can be expanded. 

 
**** PROGRAM LISTING STARTS ON PAGE 17 ****
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RAMBLING by Dale Flanagan 
 

 TO ‘B’ OR NOT TO ‘B’... With the introduction of the HP-85B, current HP-85A owners 
are faced with an upgrade decision. For a little bit more than $1000 HP will change your HP-85A 
to ‘B’ specs. If you have a ‘bare bones’ HP-85 and you want to do more things with it, the ‘B’ 
upgrade is a terrific bargain. You’re getting the equivalent of a 16K memory module, an I/O 
ROM, and a Mass Storage ROM. The retail prices on these three items alone comes close to the 
upgrade price charged by HP. 
 If you already have most of these items on your ‘85, the upgrade choice is less clear. The 
electronic disk will certainly improve data access and program chaining, but you’ll still be limited 
to 32K of main memory. To make effective use of the electronic disk, a 64K or 128K memory 
module will also be advisable. If I was thinking of upgrading my system and I already had 32K of 
memory, an I/O ROM and a Mass Storage ROM (which I do), I would seriously think about using 
that $1000 towards an HP-86B, instead of upgrading my ‘85. 
 The ‘86B offers several advantages over the ‘85B for most business and scientific 
purposes. It’s not as neat a package, but it gives you a standard size screen, the HP-lB interface, a 
disk drive (remember, the electronic disk loses its contents when the power is turned off, so sooner 
or later you’re going to have to access a tape or disk storage device), a much more powerful Basic, 
the ability to use multiple Binary programs at the same time, a built in Mass Storage ROM and 
most of the Printer/Plotter ROM, plus the ability to apportion memory into main memory and 
electronic disc, giving maximum versatility to optimize the memory configuration to match the 
application. Plus, you’re not limited to 32K of main memory and most of your HP-85 programs 
will probably work on the ‘86B, too. 
 At press time we received information that HP may announce a new HP-86/87 Electronic 
Disk ROM in August or September. This ROM will allow the use of RAM as a “disk”; it is also 
supposed to allow access to 10Mbyte hard disk drives. We’ll supply more information as it 
becomes available, because this development will provide an upgrade path for owners of HP-86A 
computers to make them more compatible with the new “B” model. 
 A LAMP WILL LEAD THEM. . . LAMP, in this case, stands for Literature Analysis of 
Microcomputer Publications, which is devoted exclusively to indexing periodicals in the field of 
microcomputers. Approximately 120 periodicals are covered, and LAMP is schedule to appear bi-
monthly. The sample edition sent to us was around 200 pages long, which indicates the growth of 
computer periodicals! I have to admit to looking myself up in the Author’s index, and was 
surprised to note that LAMP not only picked up my NEWS8OS articles, but also a couple of IBM 
articles I had published during the period covered by the sample. 
 LAMP is available in hardcopy and microfiche, and a yearly U.S. subscription is about 
$70. For complete details, contact LAMP, Soft Images, 200 Route 17, Mahwah, NJ 07430 (201) 
529-1440. This periodical may be of special interest to libraries. 
  
 DON’T TRUST A  COMPUTER  YOU CAN’T LIFT,  BUT IF YOU MUST USE THEM  HP has 
announced a new product called TERM/8O which may be of interest. It’s a package to make the 
HP-86/87 look like an HP2622A terminal. It uses the CP/M (trademark of Digital Research) 
module (now renamed to the HP82900A Auxiliary Processor, probably so they don’t have to print 
the “trademark...” etc. notice along with the letters CP/M!), and it’s priced at $200-500 for 
software only or software/hardware configurations. 
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 BINARY PROGRAM lovers responded enthusiastically to our printing of binary 
information in the last issue, but the binary material we had planned for this issue was pre-empted 
by the announcement of the new Series 80 ‘B’ models. Before you start lighting the torches and 
gathering around our office, I hasten to mention that what we have planned for next issue will 
more than compensate you for the lack of binary material in this issue. We’ve recently received 
some dynamite articles on using some of the Binary programs HP-86/87 owners already have in 
their possession, plus we have some very useful HP-83/85 Binary information for you. For Basic 
programmers we’ll have the end of our Menu’d program, and for those of you sensible enough to 
just want to use your Series 80, we’ll have reviews on HP’s FILE/80 and the TAJ accounting 
system. Stay tuned. 

---------------- 
DOCUMATE UPDATE 

O ne program in a million comes out perfect the first time. The other 999999 need work. 
Unfortunately, very few of these programs will actually receive the development necessary to hone 
them to a keen edge. Documate is a program that’s received the development needed to change it 
from “okay” to “first rate”. 
 When we originally tested this program as part of our HP-85 word processing review 
(Issue #4), we were disappointed by several things. For instance, there were conflicts with the HP 
Input/Output ROM which made it impossible to use the test program sent to us with the I/O ROM 
plugged into the computer. Other details, like the ability to clear the document being worked on 
from memory without first receiving a warning, marred the overall professionalism of the 
program, especially since Documate’s approach and instruction manual seemed aimed at the first 
time user, and not the computer professional. 
 The people at Applied Microcomputer Systems have gone through the program and 
eliminated the objections we had, plus they’ve retained its many nice features, such as a printer 
set-up menu, the stick-on typing aids, and the thorough instruction manual. No ROM conflicts 
exist, and suitable warning messages prevent you from doing anything drastic without having a 
chance to reconsider the action you’re about to take. A subtle “click” sound as you press the HP-
85’s keys gives audible feedback as you enter text. 
 We feel the modifications made to Documate transform it considerably. Prior to these 
changes, we thought Documate was a fine, but flawed, program. After working with the updated 
version for a short time, we’ve now been converted to viewing Documate as an excellent word 
processor.     ------------------- 

 FEEDBACK FROM THE READERS 
 
 FROM BRUCE LIEBERT (HONOLULU, HAWAII): I noticed that my program 
‘CARD->WORD’ had two typos in NEWS8OS #6: 
 1. Line 130 should read ON ERROR GOTO 150. 
 2. Change THE to THEN in line 180 
 P.S. CHAIN ‘filename’ won’t work if a program resides in memory with COM statements. 
 (NEWS8OS: The problems in the program were caused by our typing, not Dr. Liebert’s 
programming). 
 FROM MIKE STEED (Hewlett-Packard Company, Corvallis, OR): The reason for my 
letter is to comment on your excellent review of the CARDFILE program. CARDFILE is 
something I wrote in my “spare” time before the HP-87A introduction, and it has remained almost 
unchanged since. Recently, I put together a new revision of the Demo Disc to support the new 
products (HP-85B and HP-86B - Ed.), and I found a little more “spare” time to work on 
CARDFILE. 
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 CARDFILE now has the ability to set up inter-column mathematical relationships such as 
column C = Column A + Column B. The original CARDFILE was limited to the 32K memory of 
the HP-87A, so there wasn’t room for a hybrid sort. Sorting speed is still somewhat limited by the 
string array representation of the data base; to do a numerical sort, the strings must first be 
converted to numbers. 
 One other comment: You stated that CARDFILE will not print selected elements of each 
record or row. This is true for the single-line printout option, but if you select the list printout, any 
combination of elements can be printed in any order. 
 (NEWS8OS: CARDFILE now has a two sort routines to speed operation. We repeated our 
five item test mentioned in our review, and found that a numeric sort now took 12 seconds for 
items already in order, and an alphabetic sort on 5 randomly ordered items took around 23 
seconds. 
 HP is offering an updated HP-86/76 Demo Disc through the Series 80 User’s Library (1010 
N.E. Circle Blvd., Corvallis, OR 97330). This disk contains the revised Cardfile mentioned in 
Mike’s letter, and it sells for $10 for 3.5” media or $15 for 5.25” media. Tell them you want 
“HP-86/87 Demo Disc Revision E”). 
  
 FROM KEN COLLINS (COLLINS & ASSOCIATES, FOSTER CITY, CA): Thanks for 
the review of our FILE-IT program. One point that might confuse your readers was the record 
capacity. You stated “. . .an individual record can be up to 160 characters long.” A field can be up 
to 160 characters long. Since there can be up to 10 fields in a record, a record could contain 1600 
characters. 
 You will be interested to know that I bought a copy of Pack’r from you and ran FILE-IT 
through the program. It cut 1927 bytes from the program which will allow me to add 2K to the file 
size of the 64K version of FILE-IT. 
 
 FROM MARTIN SPERBER (SANTA MONICA, CA): I am now offering a modification 
instruction package to convert HP-86 displays to isotropic presentation that is compatible to the 
HP-87 for $24.95. The modification involves removing the audio/video port panel from the 
display, cutting of the PCB clad, soldering a two conductor cable from the PCB to the A/v port 
panel/switch, and soldering the appropriate resistors and PCB lands. 
 Final alignment is straight forward using a supplied utility program. I will supply 
instructions and the software program. The user assumes all responsiblity for damage and 
workmanship quality. 
 (NEWS80S: Martin will also do the work himself for about $40 plus postage. Martin is at 
Sperber Communications, 313 Alta Ave., Santa Monica, CA 90402 (213) 393-5127). 

------------------ 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS 

 
 (Classified advertising is offered as a service to readers. Rates are $5 for 4 lines of 80 
characters of 12 pitch type or 65 characters of 10 pitch type, payable in advance. For commercial 
display rates, please write for our new rate card). 
 
 FOR SALE: HPIB Interface for Series 80, $200; Mass Storage ROM (85), $65; 
Plotter/Printer ROM (85), $65; Advanced Programming RON (85), $75; (all for $350) and Info 
Mgt Pac (85), $50. Selling because I have converted to HP-87. Theodore W. Hirsch, 10 Light 
Street, Baltimore, Maryland 21202. (301) 727-6464. 
 
FOR SALE: Word/80. Factory sealed package. Selling because I have Wordstar. On 5-1/4” discs. 
$100.00. Call Al Hayes (714) 992-1440.   
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News80s ran for 12 issues between 1982 and 1984  
(#1,  #2, Special Issue and #3 thru #11).  

 
It was an independent newsletter edited by Dale Flanagan for:  

HP-83, HP-85, HP86 and HP87 Personal Computer users. 
 

These are used with the permission of Dale Flanagan, who retains the 
copyright. 
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